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1. Introduction

Problems involving interface arise naturally in many applied situations, such as
acoustic waves in ocean, [2], thermoelasticity [1], etc. A systematic study of interface
problems involving ordinary differential operators was done in [7] and the references
therein.

On the other hand, evolution of a physical system in time is usually written as
evolution equation in a Banach space by an initial-value problem for a differential
equation of the form:

du=dt = Lu(t); t>0, u(0) = u0: (1)

It is important that such problems be well posed in the sense that the solution exists,
is unique and depends continously on the initial data. The problems of type (1) are well
posed in a Banach space X, if and only if operator L generates a C0 semigroup S(t)
in X. For an excellent introduction to semigroups of linear operators and application to
partial differential equations we refer to [4], Here solution u(t) is given by S(t)u0 for
u0 & D(L). An added advantage of the semigroup approach is that it avoids technical
complexities and exhibits the dynamic system behaviour of the solution.

In our earlier paper [6], we have studied a class of differential operators with an
interface and shown that such mixed operators generate a C0 semigroup of contractions
on an appropriate real Hilbert space X.
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The aim of the present work is to establish with suitable assumptions, analyticity of
the semigroup generated by differential operators involving an interface in the setting
of a complex Hilbert space. The importance of having such an analytic semigroup is
in the fact that for UQ&D(L) the solution u(t) = S(t)u0 is not only in C1(R+

;X) but
is also analytic in time. Besides, we also get that u(t)& f)^LiD(Ln) f° r ^>0.

First, we introduce the notations and make a few assumptions. Let I1 = [a; b] and
I2 = [b;c], —oo<a<b<c<oo. Let L2(Ii) be the Hilbert space of all square integrable
complex valued functions on Ii, endowed with the standard inner product. Our main
setting here is the (Cartesian) product Hilbert space X= L2(I1) x L2(I2), endowed with
the inner product,

{{ui,u2},{vi, v2}) = (u\, v\) + (u2, v2), y{ui,u2},{vi, v2}eX.

By H2(Ii) we mean the following space: For i = 1;2.

H2(Ii) = {u&L2(Ii)/u,u' exist and are absolutely continuous on I i ; and u" e I 2 ( / ; )} .

We define H = H2(I1) xH2(I2).
Let {u1; u2}eH and for i= 1;2:

%iUt = Pi(x)u" + qi{x)u'i + ri(x)ui (2)

be two linear ordinary differential expressions on Ii.
We make the following assumptions on the coefficients:

(i) The coefficients pi(x);qi(x);ri(x) are all real valued and pi(x)>0 for all x&If,
2 = 1;2:

(ii) pi G H2(Ii), qi is absolutely continous on Ii, and ri is piecewise continous on Ii,
2 = 1;2.

The corresponding formal Lagrange adjoint expressions are given as

z*ut = (Piui)" - (qtUi)' + riui; i = 1;2: (3)

We have the interface conditions at the point x = b given by,

A[u1](b)=B[u2](b); (4)

where A and B are ( 2 x 2 ) nonsingular matrices with complex entries and [ui](b) =
column (ui(b); u-(b)), i = 1;2.

These interface conditions we call matching interface conditions. For a ( 2 x 2 )
matrix A, A* denotes the adjoint of A.

In Section 2 we define mixed operator L and its adjoint L*, and derive certain
identities needed later. In Section 3 we establish the m-dissipativity of the operator
L — !I. Section 4, the main section of paper deals with the analyticity of semigroup
generated by L. In Section 5 we give an example to illustrate the applicability of results
proved.
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2. Mixed operator L and its adjoint

We consider the operator L given by

\ = {{ux,U2}eH/A[ux](b)=B[u2](b), pa = pc = 0}; (5)

where

Pa = u[ (a) - u1 (a)va, Pc = u'2(c) - vcu2(c).

It can be shown using Theorem 3.6 [8] that L is a densely defined closed unbounded
linear operator in X and hence has a unique adjoint.

Also, we have Green's formula given by, for {U1; U2} &D(L) and {vx, u2} &H

(L{ux, M2},{ui, V2}) = [(pxvx)u'x + qxvxux - (p\Vx)'ux]b
a

+ [(P2V2U2 + q2v2u2 ~ (p2V2)'u2]C
b

i=\ jl'

= boundary terms (B) + Interface terms ( I ) + Integral terms:

We now simplify the boundary and interface terms.
We introduce the matrices Ci; i = 1;2 which allow a simpler representation of the

interface conditions satisfied by the adjoint operator and also play a role in establishing
the analyticity of the semigroup generated by the operator L. For i = 1;2 the matrices
Q are given by

/ qi(b) - p'iib) pi(b) \

V pi(b) 0 :
(i) Using the matching conditions A[u1](b) = B[u2](b), and the notation

we get

= pi(b)vx(b)u[(b) + q1(b)v1(b)u1(b) - (pxvx)'(b)ux(b)

+(P2V2)'(b)u2(b) - p2(b)v2(b)u2(b) - q2(b)v2(b)u2(b)

= [[vi](b)]*Cx[ux](b) - [[v2](b)]*C2[u2](b)

= [[v\](b)]*(CiA-1 )A[u1](b) - [[v2](b)]*(C2B-1 )B[u2](b)

= {Ki[vi](b)-K2[v2](b)}*A[ui](b).
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(ii) Using the conditions /?a = 0 and /?c = 0 we have

® = [(P2V2)u'2 + q2v2u2 ~ ( P2V2)'u2](c)

-[(pivi)u'i +q1v1u1 -(p\v\)'u\](a)

= ui(a)P*a -u2(c)P*c,

where

fc = px(a)v[(a) -vx(a)[vapx(a) + (q1(a) - p^a))], (7)

\fc = p2(c)v'2(c) - v2(c)[VcP2(c) + (q2(c) ~ p'2(c))l (8)

With these simplifications, the Green's formula now becomes,

(L{ui,U2},{vuV2})=ui(a)P*a-u2(c)P*c

+[Ki[vi](b)-K2[v2](b)TA[ul](b)

+ ^2 (z*Vi)Uidx.
i=\ Jl'

Lemma 1. Let L be the operator given as in Eqs. (5) and (6) then its adjoint L* is
a densely defined closed unbounded operator given by

D(L*) = {{v1; v2}€H/Ki[vi](b)-K2[v2](b), /J*a=/J*c =0},

L*{vuv2} = {x*1vux*2v2}.

Proof. Let T be the linear operator defined by

D(T) = {{v1; v2} eH=K1 [v1](b) - K2[v2](b), P*a = P*c = 0} ;

We claim that T=L*. For, clearly from Green's formula, it follows that D(T) CD(L*).
To prove the inclusion D(L*)CD(T), for {ui,u2}eD(L) and {vi,v2}eD(L*), we
must have

{L{UUU2},{VU V2}) = ({Mi, M2},r {«i, «2}>,

which follows once we show that

U1(a)P: - u2(c)P*c + (K1 [v1](b) - K2[v2](b))* A[u1](b) = 0:

For {U1; u2} &D(L) such that u1(a) = u2(c) = 0, we get,

[K1 [v1](b) -K2[v2](b)]*A[Ul](b) = 0;

Green's formula then implies Ui(a)f>* = 112(0)P*.
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Now for appropriate choice of functions {u1; u2} &D(L) this can be shown to imply
that jS* = jg* = 0.

This implies D(L*)CD(T) and hence the lemma.
For our later use, we note here a few identities.

Identity I. For {u1;u2} £ D(L).

fb — r —
(L{ui,U2},{ui,U2}} = ( (%\U\)U\dx + ( (z2U2)U2dx

= [(PiW)t + [(P2W)'Yb c J2 I P'W\2

- p'i)uiu'idx+

= -pi(a)va\ui(a)\2 + p2(c)vc\u2(c)\2

+ p1 (b)u1 (b)u[ (b) - p2(b)u2(b)u'2(b)

-J2) I PM'i\2 d* + I(* - />;')«/«,' ^ +

Identity II. For {v1;v2} £D(L*),

{L*{vuV2},{vuv2})=[(plvlX + (q1-p[)\v1\
2]b

a

dx + (qi - p^v'^ + r^'f dx

p2(c)vc\v2(c)\2 + pi(b)vi(b)v[(b)

•[q2(b)-p2(b)]\v2(b)\2

'i\v't\ dx + (qi — p'ifvlv'i + ri\v't\ dx
i=1
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3. m-dissipativity of (L - !I)

We begin the section with the following definition which may be found in [5], In
what follows, X denotes a complex Hilbert space.

Definition. A linear, closed densely defined operator A:X Z)D(A)^X is called
m-dissipative if:
(i) A is dissipative i.e. Re(^M,w)<0, \/ueD(A)CX.

(ii) Range of (XI — A)=X, for some l>0, (and hence for all l>0).

Theorem 1. The operator (L - !I); where L is as given in Eq. (6) is m-dissipative if

(A-1 )*DXA-X = (B-1 )*D2B-X

holds where co > 0 is a real number; and Di are matrices given by

( qi(b) - p'iib) pi(b) \

V i(b) 0 :

Proof. Let Ja (q\ - p[)u\u[ dx = Z (say)
Then a simple computation gives

Re(Z) = 21((q1(b) - p[(b))\ux(b)\2 - (q1(a) - p[(a))\ux(a)\2)

dx:

Similarly, we can show that

Re f (q2 - p'2)u-2u
l
2dx= 12[(q2(c) - p2(c))\u2(c)\2 - (q2(b) - p2(b))\u2(b)\2

b

~\ f(q'2-p2)\u2\
2&x.

Now, one gets from Identity I that:

Re(X{Mi,M2},{Mi,M2})= lp2(c)vcH — | \u2(c)\2

- lpi(a)va +
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- [u2(b)TD2[U2\(b)\

785

l-J2 f[q'l-p'/-2rl]\ul\
2dx

2
 i=1 Ii

f

pM'fdx.
i=1

Firstly, we estimate the boundary terms at x = a and x = c as follows:

(q2(c) ~ p'2(c))\
Boundary terms = p2(c)v ))|u2(c)|2

= b (s](x)\u](x)\2)' dx+ c (s2(x)\u2(x)\2)' dx;

where

2(q1(a) - p[(a) _XJ
= (vcp2(c) + 12(q2(c) - p2(c)KX~ J. Vxel2.

(c — b)

We have,

+ |si| (\u\s\1 + ^ \ for 8>0.

We thus have,

Boundary terms <

Finally,

i=1
MM2 + M K'ep + ̂ V ^

i=1

- 1 ii=1
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For sufficiently small 8>0, such that {p i — |,y,|e2}>0, we get,

i=1

f ;8-2 |)}d*

where, != max^sup.^. \{(-q't + p" + 2ri) + (|^| +
Thus, we have shown,

Re{L{ui,u2},{ui,u2}) < OJ\\{UI,U2}\\2,

which implies (L—col) is dissipative.
Now, for showing (L—col) is m-dissipative we show that (L*—OJI) is dissipative.

We get in an exactly similar manner,

Re - p[(b))\v](b)\2 -(qA(a)- p[(a))\v](a)\2

Re c (q2 - p'2)v'2v2 dx = 12((q2(c) - i?2(c))|i;2(c)|2 - (q2(b) - p'2(b))\v2(b)\2

~\ fC(q'2-P'2')\v2\2dx,

Rs{L*{vuv2},{vuv2}) = -p\(a)ya -

+ P2(C)VC +
(q2(c) - p'c(c))

v2(c)|2

i=1
i - P" - 2ri

i=1

(q2(b) - p'2(b))\v2(b)\2 - \(qx(b) - p[(b))\vx(b)\2

+ pi(b)v\(b)vi(b) - p2(b)v'2(b)v2(b).

Boundary terms + Interface terms + Integral terms:
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Now, with same choice of s1(x) and s2(x); we get

i-b i-c

Boundary Terms = / (s1(x) | v\(x)\2)'dx + / (s2(x) | v2(x)\2)' dx

787

| 2 + \siK\Vi\e1 + \vi\2e-2)]dx.

The interface terms can be made to vanish using the condition
(K2T

1 )*D2K2T
1, which itself is a consequence of (A^)*D\A\

(see [6]).
Finally, choosing a sufficiently small 8>0,

[v2(b)]*D2[v2](b)]

,=i Jit

37X)*D2B7

i=1

i=1

S +£ Si dx:

i=1

So, we have shown,

Re{L*{vuv2},{vuv2}) < OJ\\{VUV2}\\2,

where ! is same as before.

4. Analyticity of the semigroup generated by L

Here, we show under certain assumptions on the matrices A and B that the operator
(L—col) generates an analytic semigroup of contractions. We establish the main result
of this section with the help of the following theorem.
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Theorem 2 (Fattorini [3]). Let A be a densely defined operator in a complex Hilbert
space X such that; for ueD(A),

Re{Au,u)±Slm{Au,u) <0 .

Then A generates an analytic semigroup of contractions.

Our main result is the following.

Theorem 3. The operator L generates an analytic semigroup if the following condi-
tions hold:

(A~1)*CiA~1=(B~1)*C2B~\ (9)

(^"1)*A^"1=(-8"1)*D2-8"1 , (10)

where the matrices Q and Di are as given before.

Proof. From the definition of m-dissipativity, it is clear that R(XI—A)=X, where
A = (L—mI). It only remains to be shown that (L — !I) generates an analytic semi-
group. For that, we show that A = (L — ml) satisfies

Re{Au,u) ± S lm{Au,u) < 0

by showing

Re(Lu,u) + d\Im(Lu,u)\ < ! | | U | |

hold for all u&D(L) under the given assumptions. From the Identity I,

(5|Im{L{u\,u2},{ui,u2})\ < 8\lm(pi(b)ui(b)u[(b) - p2(b)u2(b)u'2(b))\

+8 V r,
> Im ( qi — pAuiUfdx
-^ Jj l l ' l l

— I J i
i=1

But, under assumption (10) and the interface conditions, we have,

^ w Mb)lh{b)u[(b) - p2(b)u^b)u'2(b))

-P'i(b) Pi(b)"
= Im u[{b))

- I m ); u'Ab)
q2(b) - p'2(b) p2(b)

V -Piib) 0

-([u2](b))*C2[u2](b)]

= Im[([Au1](b))*[(A-1)*C1A-1 - (B^f C2B-^B

= 0:

u2(b)
u'2(b)
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We also have,

Im _ \ f
p'i)uiu'idx = / (qi - Pi

\Ji,

_
uiu'i) dx

< | (qi - p'dWuiWu^dx

So that, finally we could write, for a sufficiently small 8,

Re{L{uuu2},{uuu2}) + 5\Im{L{uuu2},{uuu2})\

1i + pi

for the same ! as in the previous section. Thus, we have shown that (L—col) satisfies
the required inequality. Hence the theorem.

5. Physical example

Let I1 = [a;b] and I2 = [b;c] ; oo<a <b < c < + o o We consider the following
parabolic initial boundary value problem:

du • @2

on

where a,(x) are continuously differentiable functions on Ii; i= 1;2:
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At the interface x = b; for t > 0, we have

k1@u@x1(b;t) = k2@u@x2(b;t); (11)

- k1@u1(b;t) = k(u1(b;t) - u2(b;t)): (12)
@x

The end point conditions are taken to be

) ) , (13)
UJC

duo
— (c;t) = vcu2(c,t). (14)

UJC

And the initial conditions are given by

ui(x) = fi(x) on 4 j = l , 2 , (15)

where k; k1 ; k2 are positive constants and va, vc are some real constants.
Such problems arise in the study of heat condution with linear thermoelaticity in

composite rods. For example, they can be found as a special case of the type of
problems discussed in [1].

The matching interface conditions can be written in the form, A[u1](b) = B[u2](b),
where the matrices A and B are of the form.

(0 h\ (0 k2

We consider the following abstract Cauchy problem:

^L t>0, U(0) = U0;dt

where U(t) is a X = L2(I1) xL2(I2) valued function, and the operator L is given by,

D(L) = {uuu2}eH/A[ui](b)=B[u2](b),u'i(a) =

L{u1 ;u2} = {a\ (x)u'{, cx2(x)u"}.

It can be easily verified that the assumptions of the Theorem 3 are satisfied if
(i) a,(x)>0 and (ii) a[(b) = a'2(b). (iii) k1=k2 = a\(b)la2(b). Thus, whenever the

conditions (i)-(iii) hold, and f\,f2&D(L) then the abstract Cauchy problem and
(hence) the parabolic initial boundary-value problem (11)—(15) has a unique solution
which is analytic in time for
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